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Evans , Christina M. With 4. Authors: Spencer C. Blossom, Michael C. Offer Critical Support for Arts,
Humanities, and Social Sciences In disciplines where journals are not the primary form of scholarly
communication, dissertations offer access to significant primary research that is not published in any other
format and they surface seminal ideas from notable scholars. Toward university rankings based on scholarly
output, published through Stanford University. Enhance Research in the Sciences Dissertations provide
additional context for research published in journals or conference proceedings while surfacing hard to find
information such as negative results. Computing research in the academy: insights from theses and
dissertations, published in Scientometrics, January  New linked data on research investments: Scientific
workforce, productivity, and public value, published in Research Policy, November,  Users who are not
recognized are sent to a landing page where they can purchase the dissertation or access up to the first 24
pages at no charge. What if I change my mind about search engine access? The authors employ a network
theoretical social model as a tool to explore and understand the dynamics of prestige in the academic
hierarchy. For examples of quality research featured in PQDT Global, see the most-accessed dissertations and
theses. An authenticated ProQuest dissertations user searching Google Scholar will be recognized by the
ProQuest platform and connect to the full text in their library's collection. The authors used data from full-text
engineering dissertations published in to and related citations to determine the change in engineering literature
referenced in Google Scholar over the last 10 years. Simplify Searching with a Single Unified Access Point
for Dissertations and Theses Comprehensive historic and ongoing coverage from universities ensures
effective, efficient results. Authors: Lane, Julia, et al. Content Type: Dissertations and Theses Benefits
Complete Your Collection Dissertations and theses complete your library collection by surfacing original
research that can often be the only source of information on a given topic. Authors: Catherine Buffington, et
al. Add a New Dimension to Literature Reviews Dissertations are an important and valuable tool for literature
reviews, with deep coverage and extensive bibliographies that surface sources and ideas that would otherwise
be missed. Dissertations include original research; does that research end up in the scientific literature? The
data was then used to analyze how STEM degrees correspond to career outcomes. Weinberg, Julia I. Author:
David Zeitlyn. Expose Research in Depth Audio, video, data, survey instruments, and other types of digital
files are included for thousands of works. Amaro, Robyn Herbert, Jennifer B. Authors: David Zeitlyn, Daniel
W. Wrapping it up in a person: Examining employment and earnings outcomes for Ph. Better research, better
learning, better insights. Please contact us at disspub proquest. The authors analyzed computing-related
keywords in approximately 30, dissertations and theses to see how connections between different computing
disciplines changed over time. International Coverage PQDT Global includes content from more than 3,
institutions all over the world, including the world's top universities. Neuroscience bridging scientific
disciplines in health: Who build the bridge, who pays for it? In addition to Google Scholar, dissertations and
theses will also be available on google. Authors: Ran Xu, Navid Ghaffarzadegan.


